VOR

Risk Intelligence Suite

VOR STREAM
Make smarter decisions, faster.

VOR Stream is risk intelligence that
shifts the balance from waiting for
results to acting on them.
After decades of delivering risk solutions to financial
heavyweights we at FRG know the conventional truths of
the business:
•
•
•
•

It takes a long time to get results
Data volume is ever growing
Models are getting more and more complex
Old platforms have you locked in on hardware,
software, and resource profiles
• It is increasingly difficult to run and maintain legacy
systems
• There is neither budget nor time to start over with
something new
In other words, your current system is adding to your risk
instead of measuring and mitigating it.
That is why we created VOR Stream.

”

VOR Stream is a next-generation risk
engine that should be the new standard
for financial institutions. VOR Stream
comes preconfigured with feature-rich
waterways, accelerating time to value,
but is also flexible and configurable to
any bank’s unique needs.
Andrew Markners, TD Bank

Features

VOR Stream is intelligently scaled to fit each problem
you give it. It can break down your risk processes to the
molecular level. Every ounce of processing power earns
its keep. It runs your risk processes smarter and therefore
faster. We’re talking minutes, not hours or nights.
VOR Stream is cloud ready and is designed to also support
on-premise installations. You choose the deployment that
fits your business model. With FRG you can choose from
fully-hosted to on-premise deployment.
VOR Stream lets you watch the trailer before the movie.
After all, it is a streaming service. Using advanced machine
learning algorithms, it shows you early results and gives you
the (remote) control to pause, resume, stop, restart, and go
back and forth in your risk processing.
VOR Stream speaks your language. It has hooks, plugs, and
pre-built APIs to connect your risk models, however they
are articulated.
VOR Stream adapts to you. It has an open-source
architecture that evolves at the pace of your growth and
progress.
VOR Stream sets a low bar of entry. It can process data
and run models as they are. It lets you upgrade your risk
processing on your time and budget. But if you need a head
start, FRG can help.
VOR Stream is for everyone. Users can leverage the command line interface or the web-based UI to consume waterways in their own and shared playpens.
VOR Stream gives you the wheel, so you don’t have to
reinvent it. FRG has solved many of the industry risk
problems, allowing you to leverage our pre-built waterways.
Use one of our waterways out of the box or as a starting

point for something tailor-made for your business. You’re
welcome.

